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Everybody’s Talking
Crazy roadway: A traffi c structure called the Huangjuewan 
Overpass in Chongqing, in the southwestern part of China, is said 
to be one of the most complicated in the world. An aerial view 
reveals an octopus-like construction, with tentacles going off in 
eight different directions. The overpass has fi ve levels of roadway, 
20 ramps, and many lanes to connect three major thoroughfares. 
After over a decade of planning and construction, it fi nally opened 
to traffi c in 2017. The designers claim it looks more complex 
than it is because there is good signage to keep traffi c fl owing. 
Apparently, drivers can even use satellite navigation to fi nd their 
way through the structure.

Lights out: An electrician: An electrician from Ganeshpur, 
a village in Bihar’s Purnia district of India, used his electrical 
know-how for his own advantage. To keep his relationship with 
his girlfriend a secret, he would cut off the power to the village 
just after dark so the two of them could meet in the schoolyard. 
Power outages happened regularly in the area, but no causes 
were apparent for this regular occurrence. So the villagers 
decided to investigate for themselves. When they discovered 
the young man’s antics, they gave him a piece of their minds. 
However, they didn’t report him to the police. Now the man and 
his girlfriend are married and they can be together, lights or no 
lights.

Square trees: Most people would think of tree trunks as being 
cylindrical, whether they are oak, ash, aspen, cypress, or any 
other species. Tourists in El Valle de Anton, Panama, however, 
may be surprised to discover that, in one area of the country, a 
certain kind of cottonwood tree grows with square trunks, and 
even the rings inside the trunk are square. Called the Valley of 
Square Trees, the area is located near a large dormant volcano 
called El Valle. Some of these trees trunks are perfectly square, 
with right angles, and others have square shapes not quite as 
obvious. As the trees mature, they seem to become less square 
and more like the typical, rounded shape.

Hot ice cream: Habanero, that hot pepper found in spicy 
main dishes, is featured in a special dessert in Hirata Village, 
Fukushima, Japan. Local farmers wanted a way to use the pepper 
crop that is a bit too spicy for local tastes. So they tried dusting 
dried habanero powder on soft ice cream, and challenged tourists 
to give it a try. The ice cream can be ordered as “very hot,” “not 
as hot,” and everything in between. If a customer can fi nish an ice 
cream cone, they get it for free. But in the event they get more 
heat than they bargained for, customers are fi rst required to sign 
a waiver that absolves the proprietor of responsibility.

Quoteable Quotes
“The more we run from a problem, the more we’re actually 
running into it.” —Pico Iyer
“The key is not to prioritize what’s on your schedule, but to 
schedule your priorities.” —Stephen Covey

What’s Happening
Jul 5 - Seniors Concert Join Leduc County Recreation at the 
Looma Community Hall at 1 p.m. Bring lawn chairs or a blanket 
to sit on. Snacks will be available! If you have any questions or 
require some support with registration please call 780-770-9262.

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca
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Trivia
1. Larry Page and Sergey Brin started IBM, Google, or Pixar?
2. Manatees have whiskers all over their bodies—T/F?
3. Did lakes or hot springs attract Roman settlement in Bath, England?
4. Who wrote Inspector Morse books—Agatha Christie or Colin Dexter?
5. Is watermelon a cucurbit, allium, or brassica?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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